
 

What is Math Olympiads?
 Math Olympiads is a problem solving competition for students in grades 4-8.  Currently our 
district is offering this opportunity for students in 4th and 5th grade at the elementary level. The 
team will meet weekly to work on solving challenging problems. Each month students will take a 
five-question math test from MOEM program (http://www.moems.org/program.htm). Results of 
the tests will be combined together to determine the top five students that will progress to the 
district competition on Tuesday, April 24th at the Humble Civic Center. The district competition 
will take place during the school day. Transportation will be provided by the district to and from 
the competition. This year Mrs. Scott and Mrs. French will be coaching the team. The only cost 
associated with Math Olympiads will an optional team shirt. Last year team shirts cost about $7.
 

When does the team meet?
 The ESE Math Olympiad Team will meet on Wednesday, from 3:30-4:15. Meetings will start on 
January 3, 2018 and will continue until April 10, 2018. The top five scoring students will also meet 
on April 17,2018. There will not be meetings on the 1st Wednesday of each month. A detailed 
schedule of meeting dates will be given to team members. 
  

How do I become a member of the team?
The “Try Out” process has changed from previous years. Every 4th and 5th grade student who is 
interested in Math Olympiads will have the opportunity to take a five question quiz during their 
math class. Students will independently answer the questions taken from past Math Olympiad 
test. Answering questions correct is not the only scoring criteria. How the student went about 
solving the problem will also be taken into account. The top 20 scoring students will be invited to 
join the team and announced on Wednesday, December 13, 2017. 

For students to become a part of and continue as a Math Olympiad, he or she must maintain an E 
or S in conduct and have passing grades for the entire year.  If a student receives a failing grade on 
their report card and/or their conduct drops below an S, they will no longer be able to participate 
in the club. Being a Math Olympiad member is a privilege. 

What types of problems do Math Olympiads solve?

Who do I contact for questions?
Mrs. Scott, ESE Math Academic Lead Teacher, ascott@humbleisd.net
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